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Whit Beck Modelling Report 
This report is an update form the July 2010 report, incorporating November 2010 survey.  
 
JBA undertook modelling of high and Low Lorton in 2008, based on topographic survey taken in 
April 2007. They produced an ISIS 1-D model for the channel and a 2D model for the floodplain. 
The model cross-section locations are displayed in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1) Model cross-section locations 
 
A joint 1D-2D model approach was utilised to correctly simulate the out of bank flow that occurs 
along Whit Beck between High Lorton and high Mill (figure 2). This flooded in both 2005 and 2009.  
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Figure 2) Zone 1 and 2 flood maps resulting from 2008 model.  

 
Figure 3) Whit Beck 100 year level.  
 
In June 2010, the area was re-surveyed. They were the repeated in November 2010. The previous 
model cross-sections were compared to the new sections.  There has been considerable scour 
between July 2010 and November 2010. The channel changes in the main relate to a flow event 
on the 04th Nov 2010. The key section of interest are WHIB01_1271, WHIB01_1067 and 
WHIB01_0928 (see figure 1 above). 
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Figure 4) WHIB01_1271, 2007 survey is blue, July 2010 = pink, Nov 2010 is red and yellow.  
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Figure 5) WHIB01_1164, 2007 survey is blue, July 2010 = pink, Nov 2010 is red and yellow. 
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Figure 6) Gravel shoal levels at WHIB01_1067. 2007 survey is blue, July 2010 = pink, Nov 2010 is 
red and yellow. 
 
The channel response to the 4th November event is considerable - the channel has scoured 
significantly. Downstream of Boonbeck bridge the bed is 300 mm lower than the 2007 level (see 
WHIB01_1271, figure 4). Downstream again at cross-section 1164 (figure 5 and photo 1) the 
change is dramatic – with a bed scour down to the 2007 level and an additional 1.5 m of LB scour, 
resulting in an increase of channel capacity of a further 35 % compared to the 2007 survey. The 
channel has scoured further down at 1067 (figure 6) but the bed level is 200 mm higher than the 
2007 survey, with a channel capacity reduction of 20 %. 
 
Site survey on 10/11/10 revealed a series of low points along the RB that were significantly 
reducing the channel capacity. There low points were observed to be more significant than the 
channel capacity. At location 1067 (figure 6) the LB is lower then the right and wrack was observed 
on the RB.  
 
The flow route is as follows (figure 7). Flow is in-channel until the lawned area downstream of 2, 
YewTree View. There is a point on the garden without boulders/cobbles the bank edge. Flood 
wrack was clearly visible at this low point. Flows overspill onto High Mill Bridge road. Some go off 
downhill at the field entrance on the RH side, but the remainder stays on the road. Further down 
there are two more low spots on the RB along this reach, where water flows form whit Beck to the 
road.  At chainage 1067, flows on the LB floodplain were observed. Deposition on the road give 
further evidence that the road conveys water once the Whit Beck RB low spots overtop. The flows 
coming down the road then exit on the right just upstream of High Mill Bridge – through a drain 
hole in the stone wall. Scour and gravel was observed in the field showing the passage of water. 
Wrack immediately downstream of High Mill bridge suggest that flows can also come out of 
channel here. Overtopping at low spots were also observed further down on the RH side of Whit 
Beck. Overspill was also observed adjacent to tree growth in the channel. This should be 
addressed.   
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Figure 7) Observed flood routes 10/11/10. Dark blue dashed out of bank. Red = low spot. Also low 
spots on channel downstream of high Mill (not shown).  
 
Water then flows down across the minor road onto the B road and down to Low Lorton (figure 8). 
The  exit route for any Whit Beck (and road) run-off is the RB of the Cocker just downstream of the 
new Lorton Bridge. It is important that this bank threshold remains lower than the threshold of the 
property on the left hand side of the road, allowing the road (and potential Whit Beck overspill) 
runoff to drain away. 
 
The reason for the deposition is that Whit Beck does not flow naturally down gradient (at the lowest 
point of the slope) but has been placed across the hillside, presumably a legacy from Mill take 
days. This can clearly be seen in figure 1, where, once out, it all spills downhill.  
 
 

 
 

   
Figure 8) Basemap. Blue= approx course of break out channel. Red = erosion. 
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Upstream of High Lorton, significant gravel entrainment/deposition was observed. This is likely to 
lead to an increase in sediment supply down to High Lorton  during the Winter 2010/11 flow 
season. 
 
Conclusion 
The current channel capacity shows a return to the 2007 capacity, which is approximately a 1in 50 
return. However the low spots are the key issue –the current low spots on the RB currently negate 
any further channel conveyance benefits. Further dredging would achieve nothing as it could still 
break out downstream of the Mill and flood the road. With works on the RB to make it higher then 
the left, and to prevent RB breakout d/s of the Mill, the RB defence level will be more continuous, 
and will not have the weaknesses which currently undermine the system as a whole. 
 
The natural reduction in gravel levels observed indicate the non-uniform nature of the system 
response - with a fluctuation in bed level around a mean equilibrium value, a characteristic of 
gravel bed rivers. In terms of what's changed and why we haven't intervened here in the past, if the 
channel hydraulics (the RB threshold in this case) have been relatively constant, and then started 
to fail - this is a more likely reason for overtopping than bed accumulation (which we have seen is 
variable).  We should also note that the significant sediment accumulation observed here and 
numerous other locations following the 09 event was exceptional. Whit Beck now shows erosion – 
potentially a return to a more natural equilibrium level. 
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Photo 1) Chainage 1164. top Photo Oct 2010, bottom, 10th Nov 2010. 
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